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By Josh Sumahit
Reporter

            welcome to valencia.       valencia has upgraded their  
                             telephone extensions. 

Get Involved In What’s GoInG on around school

hiGh tech jOurnalists    
    have blogs taken the journalism 
               business?

PaGe 6-7 maP Of 
valencia 

          a legendary story has now become a  
              legendary game. 

There is a lot of involvement 
around the VHS campus, 
whether it is from staff or 
students. Everyday a student is 
getting involved in anyway they 
can to help make the school a 
better place for their generation 
and for future generations to 
come. Now the question is, 
what can you do to help make 
a difference for Valencia High 
School. Get involved with any 
and every school activity that 
you can, join any club that you 
are thinking about joining even 
if you are skeptical about it, 
and partake in things that you 
think that you would never 
do. You will never know if 
you will like what you are 
doing or if you can make a 
difference until you make it 
happen. Tiger Pride Day has 
been an event that was created 
just about over two years 
ago. It’s a day where the staff 

and students of Valencia High 
School volunteer their time 
and there Saturday and come 
to school to help clean up. The 
staff and students show up at 8 
am and stay until about 12 am. 
Throughout the time that they 
are at school they do a variety 
of tasks. The tasks that they 
do are picking up trash around 
the school, painting rails and 
old buildings, helping make 
the gardens and the plants look 
better, and raking up any leaves 
that the tree’s have dropped 
anywhere around campus. A 
lot of students partake in Tiger 
Pride Day but the majority of 
the students who do show up to 
help, are from ASB, who assists 
the staff with Tiger Pride Day 
on a regular basis.  

“[Benefits include] Nicer 
environment, and a better 
educat ion.  As the  years 
progress, more students will 
get involved,” says counselor 
Mrs .  Nasouf .  “S tudents 
need to take advantage of all 
opportunities that school has 

Welcome back assembly brings school spirit  

Like most  assembl ies 
Valencia’s returning students 
are familiar with, the recent 
Welcome Back assembly 
started familiarly enough, 
with underclassmen and 
upperclassmen being divided 
to their respective sides of 
the gym. Many surprises and 
interesting performances from 
various on-campus groups, as 
well as the traditional class 
competition were in store 
for not only the newcomer 
freshman class, but all returning 
classes as well, thanks to the 
unique “jungle” theme that 
the assembly was based on. 

As students filed into the 
gym, squeezing through the 
doors and finding seats in 
the bleachers, popular tunes 
blared from the speakers as 
whimsical video clips flashed 
across the projector screen. 

By Shannon Hsu
editor

Once all the students were 
settled, Joshua Rangel (12) and 
Annelise Cohen (12) opened 
the assembly, succeeding in 
rousing excitement from all 
sides of the gym. A slideshow 
of photos, accompanied by 
“I Got a Feeling” by the 
Black Eyed Peas, as well as a 
feature on the bell game and 
upcoming “arm-wrestling 
tournament” set the atmosphere 
of school spirit in time for 
the performances to begin. 

The first group to perform 
w a s  C h e e r  a n d  S o n g , 

enthusiastically presenting 
a high-energy routine to 
an upbeat mix of popular 
Katy  Per ry  songs .  The 
performance served to raise 
the excitement in the gym 
for what was yet to come.  

Following this was the 
lively class competition of 
tradition. The participants 
engaged themselves in a 
variety of activities, such as 
scarfing down bananas. In the 
end, the senior class emerged 
victorious, but this did not go 
without protest – “the freshmen 

had one of the greatest 
performances of all time,” 
as was put by the inevitable 
Kanye-West-at-the-VMA’s-
incident parody. The assembly, 
at this point, however, was 
far from over, with much 
waiting to be presented.  

Shortly after, the girl’s 
dance team took the stage, 
flawlessly performing their 
own routine to several catchy 
tunes. As usual, students were 
impressed by the dancing, 
and it was apparent that many 
hours of practice had gone 

into the preparations for it. 
Last, but not least, after 

several  more rounds of 
conversation between the 
two MC’s, the final group to 
perform was the all male hip-
hop dance team. This, for many 
of the students in the audience, 
has been a main highlight of 
the assembly for quite a while. 
This anticipation is due to the 
reputation that the team has 
for delivering above-average 
performances, and that day’s 
presentation was no exception. 

“I feel like this assembly 
was actually a success. The 
audience seemed responsive 
and alert ,” says Cohen.  

Fortunately for Valencia 
students, there are many more 
exciting assemblies to come 
in the next few months and 
throughout the rest of the 
year. Until then, there is still 
the buzz that was created 
by the very first assembly 
of the ’09-’10 school year.

to offer. [It] helps students 
build character in every way. 
More students should definitely 
particpate in Tiger Pride Day; 
it’s a great way to help our 
school and get community 
service hours at the same time.”  

“If you want to do something 
around school, just do it” 
says junior Summer Condit.

There are many other ways 
for students to get involved 
around campus, including 
organizations such as B.I.T.A, 
and ASB. B.I.T.A is a club that 
was recently formed in 2008 and 
is one of the not so renowned 
clubs on campus. The club is 
composed of students from 
the Wood A classes all the way 

up to the current class which 
is Bita 4. They are quickly 
becoming a well known club 
around the campus because 
for the activities that they have 
accomplished recently. The 
B.I.T.A has attended a total of 
two competitions since there 
formation in 2008, the first 
competition that they attended 
they took away fourth place out 
of a total of 25 schools which 
was an amazing thing to do 
considering it was there first 
year. The second competition 
that they recently attended 
they took 5th place out of a 
total of 20 schools. There is 
another competition coming 
up in the year of 2010 which 
the B.I.T.A club will attend and 
hopefully take away first place. 
The B.I.T.A has done numerous 
tasks around the campus to this 
date. The playhouse that the 
children in pre-school have, 
was built by the upper class 
of woodshop which was Bita 
3, it took the students and the 
teacher roughly 7 months to 

build the pre-school that you 
see now. Projects for the club 
are emerging left and right. For 
example, the library counters 
are cracked and worn down. 
B.I.T.A offered to build a brand 
new counter for Ms. Millam 
mid October. Another project 
that the club has is turning the 
old lot by the science buildings 
into something magnificent. 
The idea for the old lot is to 
clear out everything in the 
vicinity and to build a walkway 
so students won’t have to 
walk all the way around the 
side of the buildings. Instead 
they can save themselves 
time and use the walkway.

ASB has been a renowned 
organization at  VHS for 
years. They partake in almost 
everything around school. 
Act iv i t i es ,  Dances ,  and 
Assemblies are what ASB 
plans. Students join ASB 
for a social experience and 
to be able to help out the 
school. You could find ASB at 
almost    (continued on page 2) 

“Tiger pride day 
is a great way to 
help our school.”
     - elizabeth nasouf

From LeFt to right: Vincente montieL (12) JJ cubias (10) DaViD Lee (10) FroiLan menDoza (11). Photo: micheLLe PoweLL
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vHs 2009 Homecoming Preview
Unfortunately, the last day of 

summer has become a reality and we 
will soon be putting our flip flops, 
sandals, and shorts in the back of our 
closets and drawers to make room 
for sweatshirts, sweaters, jackets 
and scarves.  The days will soon be 
shorter and the Santa Ana winds will 
soon be pounding at our windows.  

All that may seem dreary to some, but 
the one thing that helps us to get through 
it is the excitement of the opening 
dance of the year – HOMECOMING! 
Flashy dresses, nice slacks and cute 
heels are what makes homecoming 
fantastic.  What are you going to wear?

On November 7th 2009, be ready to 
dance the night away at the Discovery 
Science Center where the dance will be 
held. The theme for this year’s dance 
has not been set yet but undoubting 
it will be enchanting and creative.

“ I’m excited it being at the Discovery 
Science Center instead of it being at 
school.” Says BreAnna Garcia(11).

      Earlier in the year there were 
rumors going to around saying that 
homecoming will be taking place on 
the Valencia campus. But those were 
crushed when Valencia informed the 
student body that it was taking place 
at the Discovery Science Center.

Antonio Hernandez(12) states“I’m 
anxious to see how homecoming turns 
out at the Discovery Science Center.”

The Discovery Science Center 

is located in the heart of santa ana, 
where people flock to see fascinating 
science sculptures and replicas. 

   Most students are excited to see what 
homecoming holds in store for them. 

   “Getting dressed up and just 
dance.” Said Marina Mora, senior who 
is planning to attend this years’ dance. 

One thing that mostly everybody 
stresses about, is knowing what to 
wear. Well, mostly the ladies do 
the stressing. But many trends have 
been hitting Valencia’s campus.

Lately we have been seeing a lot of 
empire waists dresses and dazzled out 
dresses. So if sweet and simple is your 
style empire-waist dresses with a flowy, 
feather-like bottom is right for you. 

For the Gents, it’s much easier 
to decide what to throw on. The 

usual dress shirt and slacks fits most 
styles. But to show some personal 
style put on some crazy nikes or 
one of your favorite pair of shoes.

If you’re the kind that wants to stand 
out and make a statement, just like our 
generations’ Lady GaGa more power 
to you. So let your individuality shine.  

Valencia’s ASB is in charge of 
forming the homecoming concept and 
organizing all the major and minor 
details. The Homecoming court votes 
will be casted on October 12th and 
on November 2nd 2009 kicks off 
Homecoming week. That week is filled 
with daily festivities including different 
themes for dressing up, pep rallies 
at both lunches, the Homecoming 
Assembly followed by the homecoming 
game on Friday November 6th. 

By Ale Gonzales
Reporter

Health Care reform: Obama’s battle?
By Ben Cercea
editor-in-chief

By now, almost everybody has heard about the 
Health Care Reform and how it is planned to “re-
duce costs for families, businesses and govern-
ment; protects people’s choice of doctors, hos-
pitals and health plans; and assures affordable, 
quality health care for all Americans.” What does 
this mean for us exactly? Sure, we might not be 
affected by it directly, most of us do not pay for 
our own insurance, our parents do that, but it will 
affect our lives within the next several years.
     Whether one is listening to the radio or watch-
ing the T.V broadcast, the facts are brought to 
the table. What exactly are the facts? Why do we 
need to care about the Reform? Who will this aid 
and why do we need to be aware of its power?
     By visiting the http://www.healthreform.gov/, 
one will find a bunch of these facts. For starters, 
22% of children in California have not visited a 
dentist in the past year. 584 students in Valencia 
have not been able to visit a dentist due to issues 
that may include the cost of Health Care. Some 
parents might not be able to afford braces or even 
to fix cavities for their children because the insur-
ance will not cover it. Another fact is that 19 per-
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What’s been going On around school (continued)
(continued from page 1) every 

school event either helping out 
or partaking in the activity. They 
are in charge of most of the big 
events that happen around school 
which consists of helping set up, 
cleaning up, and participation. 
Without ASB, the activities that 
we like to partake in wouldn’t 
be possible. As for example take 
last year’s homecoming dance 
which theme was “Diamonds Are 
Forever”. The homecoming dance 
was definitely an experience to 
remember, especially from what 
students were saying about it. 
ASB executed the dance perfectly, 
whether it is from the decorations, 
the location, the people, and the 
whole night. That is just one event 

that ASB organized, and it is one 
of many more to come for ASB.

A lot of activity has been going 
on around the VHS campus since 
summer. Throughout summer people 
have been working on buildings, 
repairing buildings, and tearing them 
down and constructing new ones.

 In front of the Art building, there 

“A lot of activity has 
been going on around 
the VHS campus since 
summer, repairing build-
ings and constructing 
new ones.”
 

cent of people in California are uninsured. How can 
somebody pay for their children’s medical needs 
if they don’t even have insurance to aid them? 
     “President Obama is committed to working 
with Congress to pass comprehensive health re-
form this year in order to control rising health 
care costs, guarantee choice of doctor, and as-
sure high-quality, affordable health care for all 
Americans.  The Administration believes that 
comprehensive health reform should: reduce 
long-term growth of health care costs for busi-
nesses and government, protect families from 
bankruptcy or debt because of health care costs, 
guarantee choice of doctors and health plans, 
improve patient safety and quality of care, as-
sure affordable, quality health coverage for All 
Americans, maintain coverage when you change 
or lose your job, and end barriers to coverage for 
people with pre-existing medical conditions.” 
      How long will it take before the bill will 
start aiding us? The public health insurance plan 
will go into effect in 2013 and by that time, we 
will all be changed by it. President Obama is 
sure that the Health Care Reform will help the 
population when it becomes a reality in four 
years time, in the mean time it will face fierce 
debate from both sides of this heated battle.

are a total of three new portables 
which house classes for ROP such 
as Law Enforcement and Health 
Careers. The VHS campus is 
expecting a few more buildings to 
be built within the next few months. 
There has been talk of the 600 
buildings being torn down to make 
room for a new two story building. 
The B.I.T.A. club is planning to 
build quite a few structures as well 
as the buildings that the school is 
building. One of the buildings that 
B.I.T.A. is building is a snack shack 
for baseball. Another couple things 
that B.I.T.A. is building is a pathway, 
benches, and tables in the empty lot 
down near the science buildings.

“If it’s completed this year I 
think it will benefit the seniors 

President Obama discusses his health care Plan 
during a tOwn hall meeting in new hamPshire.
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last year, but if it isn’t completed 
this year, it will still benefit people 
which will be the non-seniors,” 
says senior Devon Andersen. 

Adds junior Summer Condit, 
“I think it will pay off in the 
end for non-seniors but who 
knows how long it will take?”

There are plenty of ways to get 
involved at school, and as you can 
tell, a lot is expected to be happening 
within the next few months to the 
Valencia High School campus. 
In the long run, it will pay off for 
the future generations to come 
that will attend Valencia, with 
improved classrooms, buildings 
and other facilities to help all the 
students have a more productive 
and fruitful learning experience. 
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aDMinistratiOn
__Bell, Jim (Principal) 10001
__Davis, Joey (Asst. Principal, Curriculum) 
10004
__Lopez, Rick (Asst. Principal, Pupil Services) 
10003

COunselOrs
__Alegre, Jenny (Student Support Specialist) 
10028
__Douglas, Carolyn (A-Ch + ELD) 10023
__Gerasimou, Ellen (Ci –O + ROP) 10027
__Nasouf, Liz (P-Z + AVID) 10025
__Stanley, Mark (Academy) 10024

DireCtOrs
__German, Cathy (Activities) 10006
__McConnell, Kevin (Boys Athletics) 10012
__DesPalmes, Amy (Girls Athletics) 10010
__Pike, Curt (Attendance) 10031
__Gray,  Jason (Attendance) 10033

teaCHing staff
__Aronson, Erica (Rm. 116) 10116
__Arthurton, Megan (Choir Rm.) 10304
__Ashabraner, Gayle (Rm. 120) 10120
__Bartelli, Donna (Rm. 1107) 10157
__Becker, Donna (Rm. 211) 10211
__Bilhartz, Brady (Rm. 115) 10115
__Borg, Tanya (Rm. 1111) 10161
__Borgese, Frank (Rm. 1124) 10174
__Borning, Bill (Rm. 111) 10111
__Boroch, Robin (Rm. 101) 10101
__Bryant, Georgianne (Rm. 1101) 10151
__Callahan, Sharon (Library)  10019
__Castillo, Mark (Rm. 1113) 10163
__Castillo, Yesenia (Rm. 503) 10503
__Chavoya, Joe (Rm. 213) 10213
__Chung, David (Rm. 401)  10401
__Cid, Janelle (Rm. 901)  10904
__Connor, Danielle (Rm. 205)  10205

__DesPalmes, Amy (Rm. 1118)  10010
__Diebolt, Rebecca (Rm. 404)  10404
__Dixon, Alyson (Rm. 406) 10406
__Ethington, Maria (Rm. 504). 10504
__Fain, Warren (Rm.1131) 10181
__Fassel, Debbie (Rm. 212) 10212
__Feighery, Suzanne (Rm. 1117) 10167
__Fenstermaker, Courtney (Rm. 302) 10302
__Ferreiro, Nathalie (Rm. 207) 10207
__Filowitz, Tara (Rm. 1127) 10177
__Foote, Mindi (Rm. 1110) 10160
__Forse, Ryan (ROP) (Rm. 808) 10808
__Frank, Brandon (Rm. 1002) 10052
__Gamboa, Lauren (Rm. 1126) 10176
__Garcia, Luis (Rm. 1003)  10053
__Gardner, Barry (Rm. 1135) 10185
__Gerace, Kaaren (Rm. 1006)  10056
__German, John (Rm. 1139) 10189
__Glover, Laurel (Rm. 704) 10704
__Gray, Jason (Rm. 804) 10804
__Guest, Mike (Rm. 1114) 10164/10045
__Hadley, Pat (Rm. 1373) 10373
__Harding, Erica (Rm. 1356) 10356
__Harless, Linda (Rm. 807) 10807
__Harnett, Corinna (Rm. 402) 10402
__Hatori, David (Rm.1137) 10187
__Henry, Chris (Rm. 209) 10209
__Householter, Jim (Rm. 206) 10206
    Ikuta, Carolyn (Rm. 210)  10210
__Jauch, Jamie (Rm. 409) 10409
__Jenkins, Fred (Rm. 203) 10044/10203
__Johnson, Brian (Rm. 1372) 10372
__King, Richard (Band Room) 10305
__Krause, Heidi (Rm. 1108) 10158
__Lentz, Michelle (Rm. 1120) 10170
__Leon, Dana (Rm. 1123) 10173
__Leonard, Linda (Rm. 113) 10113
__Lin, Alice (Rm. 203) 10203
__Lopez, Priscilla (Rm. 1001) 10051
__Lorge, Mike (Rm. 1109) 10159
__Ma, Bernard (Rm. 1112) 10162
__Maeder, John (Rm. 505) 10505
__Mahoney, Matt (Boys’ PE) 10256
__Mangusing, Kathleen (Room 118) 10118
__Marganian, Jason (Rm. 1132) 10182
__Marrujo, Mike (Rm. 1136) 10186
__Martin, Elena (Rm. 1121) 10171
__McCall, Mike (Rm. 1005) 10055

__McConnell, Kevin (P.E.) 10012
__Millam, Joy (Library) 10015/10901
__Miller, Craig (Rm. 801) 10801
__Minerd-Casillas, JoeAnn ROP (Rm. 303)   10303
__Morrison, Roy (Rm. 802) 10802
__Myovich, Sam (Rm. 201) 10201
__Nguyen, Steve (Rm. 1128) 10178
__Osborne, Dwight (Rm 806) 10806/10830
__Parker, Jason (Rm. 1118) 10168
__Perez, Mary ROP (Rm. 703) 10703
__Phillips, Rita (Rm. 112) 10112
__Picht, Steve (Rm. 506) 10506
__Pierotti, Sally (Rm. 202) 10202
__Purpura, Karen (Rm. 501) 10501
__Quintero, David (Rm. 803) 10803
__Reich, Ryan (Rm. 1374) 10374
__Rizzie, Geoff (Rm. 117) 10117
__Robinett, Gary (Rm. 1130) 10180
__Robinson, Jonna (Rm. 1355) 10355
__Rodriguez, Gerardo (Rm. 208) 10208
__Rogers, Randall (Rm. 1115) 10165
__Roh, Jane (Rm. 407) 10407
__Rose, Leslie (Rm. 110) 10110
__Rush, Katie (Rm. 214) 10214
__Sawyer, Susan (Rm. 1104) 10154
__Scheetz, Mike (Rm. 1119) 10169
__Schiff, Rachel (Rm. 1122) 10172
__Secoda, Krista (Rm. 408) 10408
__Settle, Steve (Rm. 1134) 10184
__Sharkey, Jim (Rm. 1106) 10156
__Shenton, Brent (Rm. 114) 10114
__Shermer, Teresa (Rm. 1004) 10054
__Stalder, Jessica (Rm. 1372) 10372
__Stanton, Grace (Rm. 507) 10507
TEACHING STAFF (cont.)
__Suchsland, Paola (Rm. 502) 10502
__Thorne, James (Rm. 1116)  10166
__Topping, Bruce (Kraemer)  20903
__Turner, Jim (Rm. 1103) 10153
__Umekubo-Takahashi, Wendy (Rm. 1102) 10152
__VanDam, John (Boys’ PE) 10256
__Walker, Julie (Rm. 403) 10403
__Walls, Greg (Rm. 102) 10102
__Watkins, Nancy (Rm. 204) 10204/10046
__Winek, John (Rm. 1138) 10188
__Yen, Judy (Rm. 1133) 10183
__Yoshimura, Dean (Rm. 1105) 10155/10252
__Young, Hannah (Rm. 1129) 10179
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